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ABSTRACT

A method for combining telemetry data and quantifying the resulting coding gain for a ballistic
missile test flight is presented. Data received from five ground stations in 54 data files with
18 million intermittent frames is combined, to create a single file with 1.5 million continuous
frames. Coding gain provided by data combining is as high as 30 dB, with a useful improvement
of 5 dB at boost and terminal stages. With frame reconstruction techniques, erroneous words in
a frame are reduced from 2.1 % to 0.12 %.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stockpile surveillance, a mission of Sandia National Laboratories, includes conducting periodic
test flights of an instrumented test weapon, called a Joint Test Assembly (JTA). These vehicles
are launched from several sites over both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and monitored during
their journey by ground stations distributed throughout the theater. A high-data-rate modular
telemetry system transmits operational data to the ground stations from the vehicle throughout
flight, with the final milliseconds of the flight being the most critical.

Increasing the reliability of the telemetry system for JTA flights is an important area of ongoing
research. Technical challenges include compensating for data dropouts that occur when nulls
in the antenna-array pattern of the rotating vehicle sweep over ground stations [1]. During
reentry, heat-shield ablation leads to signal attenuation from plasma. Finally, low receiving-
antenna elevation before impact results in strong multipath from ocean reflections, degrading the
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quality of a ground station’s polarization-diversity selection combining. Operationally, telemetry
systems are unusually constrained, in that antenna configurations, modulation schemes, and
ground-station hardware cannot be modified. Thus, system improvements must be realized in
transmitter design and data postprocessing.

Underwater acoustic telemetry systems experience similar extensive channel variability and
frequent non-Gaussian events comparable to the plasma, multipath, and periodic signal loss.
Designers of such systems extensively utilize data postprocessing algorithms to take advantage
of spatial diversity provided by multiple receivers [2]. In the field of aeroballistic telemetry,
prior work demonstrated the combining and filtering of telemetry data from multiple receivers
to reduce data dropout and reconstruct missing or erroneous data [3]. This work builds upon
the previous work by utilizing words within a data frame, specifically a major frame number, a
16 b cyclic redundancy check (CRC), and synchronization (sync) words, to improve the quality
of postprocessing and to quantify coding gain.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a system overview; Section III provides
an analysis of the techniques used to extract, prepare, combine, and store telemetry data; and
Section IV provides the results of data combining.
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Fig. 1. Vehicle ground track and ground-station coverage. The vehicle travels southwest from the California coast, over the
Hawaiian Islands, and terminates near the Marshall Islands.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. RANGE, TRAJECTORY, AND ATTITUDE

JTA Flight Test Unit (FTU) 17 was launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base on 12 March 2003
from a Minuteman III ICBM and after separation traveled on a ballistic trajectory over the
Hawaiian Islands, impacting near the Kwajalein Missile Range in the South Pacific Ocean. In
flight, the vehicle rotates at approximately 4 Hz for stability, flying nose down over midcourse
for proper alignment at terminal-stage reentry. Time of flight from the end of the boost stage
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Fig. 2. Vehicle antenna array pattern (a) generated by two antennas fed 180◦ out of phase, positioned at Φ = 135◦ and 315◦

in reference to the axes shown with the RV (b).

to impact is 1136 s (19 minutes). An 8,000 km ground track representative of the flight with
ground-station coverage is shown in Figure 1.

Five ground stations provide Western Range telemetry data. Vandenberg Telemetry Relay Station
(TRS) and Pillar Point Air Force Station (PPT) located in California cover the boost stage. The
Makaha Ridge Site (MKH), part of the Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF) in Kekaha, Hawaii,
provides a strong midcourse link. Finally Kwajalein Missile Range (KWJ) and Roi Namur
(ROI) located on Kwajalein Atoll in the Marshall Islands provide terminal-stage telemetry. All
sites except ROI provide links with multiple high-gain antennas, the primary being a 7 m dish
with approximately 40 dBi gain. The ROI site is populated with omnidirectional receivers, to
increase the probability of receiving critical end-event data. All ground stations take advantage
of polarization diversity by using signal-strength selection combining, a technique which selects
between signals with right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) and left-hand circular polarization
(LHCP) based on their relative strength.

At each ground station, received data is down-converted to a 2.1 MHz carrier and recorded
directly to 14 track tape in a process known as predetection recording (Pre-D). On this tape
the RHCP, LHCP, and selection-combined signals are recorded for all ground-station antennas.
Additionally, a second predetection recording using hardware with a slightly varied configuration
is created as a backup, increasing the data available for postprocessing. So, for a given ground
station there are at minimum three recorded signals, however with multiple antennas present and
the inclusion of backups, there are often many more. As will be shown in Section III-A, each
of these signals can be extracted as an individual file and combined into a single data set.
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B. TRANSMITTER, ARRAY, AND DATA

The vehicle transmits 7 W at 2288.5 MHz collectively from two antennas, fed 180◦ out of phase
to provide gain at vehicle boresight. Because the antennas are on opposite sides of the vehicle and
are separated by more than half a free-space wavelength, an array factor is present in the far-field
radiation pattern (Figure 2 (a)). This array factor rotates with the vehicle and results in continuous
signal-strength variation at the receivers, with intermittent data dropouts corresponding to deep
nulls in the array pattern. Due to the periodicity and length of the dropouts, error-correction
codes provide little benefit.

The transmitter modulation is PCM/FM transmitted at 1.6 Mb/s, with data organized into major
and minor frames. A major frame is comprised of 16 minor frames. A minor frame is 1.6 kb in
length and is transmitted every 1 ms. Each frame contains a 24 b sync word, FAF32016, as defined
by the IRIG standard [4], and an 8 b cyclic redundancy check (CRC) checksum. Minor frames
are stamped with a 4 b frame number. Major frames are stamped with stamped with both a 24 b
major frame number and 4 b minor frame number. This provides a 28 b frame-number space
for 2.68×108 frame numbers or 75.6 hours of recording, sufficient to provide a unique number
for all frames in a flight. In the following sections it will be shown how the postprocessing
method utilizes frame numbers, CRC checksums, and sync words, to improve the quality of
postprocessing and to quantify coding gain.

III. POSTPROCESSING
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Fig. 3. The data postprocessing steps are data extraction, master frame generation, intermediate database creation, frame
combination (fill in missing frames), word combination (correct erroneous frames), and final database creation.

Postprocessing steps include extraction of data from tapes, formatting of data, generation of full
frame numbers, creation of an intermediate database, combining of data by frame, combining
of data by word, and creation of a final database. The data postprocessing steps are shown in
Figure 3.
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Fig. 4. For a given frame number, there are between 1 and 15 duplicate frames available for data combining (a). The average
number of overlapping frames is 5.7, the median is 4, and the mode is 7. For a given frame duplication, the total number of
frames with that duplication is shown (b).

A. DATA EXTRACTION AND TRIMMING

Modulated data is played back from a 14-track tape into a telemetry receiver, which provides
video in the form of a scrambled analog PCM stream. This scrambled PCM stream is processed
by an analog decommutator, which unscrambles the data, places the data into frames using the
sync words as reference, and verifies the checksum. From this binary form, the frames are then
exported to files as lines of space-delimited ASCII text for postprocessing. Filenames are used
to record flight and ground-station metadata, such as weapon type, FTU number, date, ground
station, antenna, polarization, tape volume, and backup.

Before and after the flight there is no transmitted telemetry, however receivers are nonetheless
recording. This results in random data at the beginning and end of tape, which a decommutator
can output as frames of random data, if by chance the sync word appears in the noise. To
improve the accuracy of the algorithm that generates a full frame number for each data frame,
it is necessary to remove this noise from the beginning and end of the data file.

B. FRAME NUMBER GENERATION AND DATABASE CONVERSION

Because complete frame numbers only appear once every sixteen frames, when a major and
minor frame number appear together, it is necessary to generate complete frame numbers for all
frames. Absolute IRIG time, recorded in the data stream, cannot be used between ground stations
as an aid to generating a complete frame, as the recorded IRIG time for a given frame varies
due to varying signal propagation times. Further, dropped and corrupted frames can often make
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Fig. 5. Estimated bit error rate (BER) (a) and normalized signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (b) from sync-word errors are shown for
individual ground stations and the complete combined data.

finding an intact frame with a major and minor frame number difficult. The solution utilized is
the creation of a transformation between differential IRIG time stamps and the complete frame
number of trusted major frames.

Trusted major frames are defined as frames that arrive with a differential IRIG time that is an
integer multiple of a frame period (1 ms), have a valid CRC checksum, and occur within a chain
of similarly valid frames. Within a given file, only a fraction of major frames qualify as trusted,
however the number is sufficient to create a linear transformation between IRIG time and frame
number. While generating trusted major frames, linear coefficients are derived and compared
against an average global linear coefficient. Trusted major frames with linear coefficients outside
the bounds permitted by doppler shift are discarded. Once verified, the linear coefficients are
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Fig. 6. Improvement to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is the difference between estimated normalized SNR from individual ground
stations and the complete combined data. This graph directly measures the improvement data combining provides over using
uncombined individual telemetry data.

used to generate complete frames from the recorded IRIG time for all frames.

With complete frame numbers, all frames from all sources are added to a single database. A
unique value (frame hash) is generated for each frame and stored with its associated ground-
station information as metadata. As can be seen from Figure 4 (a), for a given frame number there
is between 1 and 15 overlapping frames with an average of 5.7 available for data combining.
For a given number of appearances in a file, the total number of frames present in those files is
shown in Figure 4 (b).

C. DATA COMBINING AND DATABASE STORAGE

To combine the data, portions of all frames from the database are loaded into a large hash
table in memory. Only the complete frame number, sync words, CRC status, and frame hash
are loaded to reduce memory requirements. From the hash table, the minimum and maximum
complete frame number are found and each frame number between is visited. For each frame
number visited all frames with matching frame numbers are compared. If one of the frames has
a valid CRC, its frame hash is used to load the complete frame from the database and it is
stored in a new hash table. If all frames have an invalid CRC, the frame hash is used to load the
complete frames from the database and the frames are integrated word by word using majority
rule. If no majority value exists for a word in a frame, the word is flagged and cleared. If no
frames exist for a selected frame number, a frame is created with empty values and is stored.
The result is a single combined file without gaps, that represents the best data from all files.

The total telemetry received from the FTU 17 test flight is 54 data files with 1.5 million frames
at 722.8 MB. This combined data file is 97 thousand frames at 126.5 MB. Unlike the much larger
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collective data set, the single file can be stored off tape; easily analyzed and shared; and further
processed to estimate missing data [3].

IV. COMBINING RESULTS

Present and constant in every frame, sync words are used to estimate BER, derive SNR, and
quantify coding gain. The estimated BER for each ground station and the combined data are
shown in Figure 5 (a). The equation

Pb = 0.5e−0.7BIF/Rb[S/N]c (1)

is used to convert BER to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [5] and is shown in Figure 5 (b). The
coding gain is the difference between the SNR of the original and combined data sets and is
presented in Figure 6. It can be seen that the coding gain is as high as 30 dB in some regions,
with a useful improvement of 5 dB at boost and terminal stages. With frame reconstruction
techniques, erroneous words in a frame are reduced from 2.1 % to 0.40 %. This results in a drop
in total bad frames from 7.9 % to 6.2 %. Results are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I
DATA SET ATTRIBUTES WITH POSTCOMBINATORIAL MISSING AND ERRONEOUS DATA.

Measure TRS PPT MKH KWJ ROI Boost Terminal All
Files 12 8 6 8 20 20 28 54
Size 72 MB 115 MB 193 MB 166 MB 177 MB 187 MB 342 MB 723 MB
Lines 1.7 M 2.8 M 4.7 M 4.0 M 4.3 M 4.6 M 8.4 M 17.8 M
Start FID 16818 1588 30935 58233 57949 1588 57949 1588
Stop FID 46759 48781 80165 96432 99261 48781 99261 99261
Frames 479,046 755,081 787,677 611,180 2,184,374 755,081 661,002 1,562,771
Missing 2.3 % 10.0 % 0.1 % 10.4 % 18.4 % 9.6 % 12.1 % 5.8 %
Error CRC 3.0 % 6.7 % 1.9 % 6.4 % 9.7 % 5.0 % 7.0 % 2.1 %
Error Fix 0.22 % 0.57 % 0.37 % 1.27 % 1.02 % 0.34 % 0.89 % 0.12 %
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